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INTRODUCTION 

Direct philosophy 

The initial presupposition of my PhD thesis is that different areas of knowledge or practice embody 

in culture or contribute to it either in direct or in indirect way. We may put, broadly speaking, 

technology on the one end of this axe (maximal direct contribution), and pure sciences on another 

(extremely indirect). The same concerns arts, which also get nearer the «direct» side as their 

“product” may (not necessarily, but possibly) reach the broad culture just as it is, without 

retranslation.  

On the contrary, cultural “product” of philosophy (let’s say, it is ideas or senses)  is primarily 

indirect. Its ideas are mainly addressed to a narrow group of professionals and later reach broad 

culture via communication and interaction, and via literature, poetry, cinema, and other cultural 

practices which in this context I call direct . 

Main question 

In this regard, I want to figure out how philosophy embodies in broad culture and contributes to it; 

how it realizes its culture-building mission; what is its public effect, and can (and, what is important, 

should it) this public effect be direct? Or, as Hume affirms, “the chief benefit from philosophy … arises 

in an indirect manner ..., rather via insensible influence, than from immediate application”. In other 
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words: are we philosophers condemned to be invisible “sense suppliers” for literature and other 

“direct” practices? 

Title 

As you see, my title contains slash: public/direct philosophy. There are dozens of existing terms and 

conceptions defining this phenomenon, and I am not sure yet whether I will use one of them or 

propose the term “direct philosophy” instead. For now, the most conceptualized and broad term is 

“public philosophy”. Thus, being aware of its imperfections (which I’ll mention later), on this stage of 

my research I will use this term as a starting point, supplementing it with other notions as secondary 

ones. 

Relevance 

In different historical periods such direct public effect or direct forms of philosophy is more or less 

pronounced. At the beginning of the 21st century we are witnessing a new burst of them, on a scale 

comparable to the period of antiquity or the French Revolution, for instance. 

I would add here specific Ukrainian experience where these processes were extremely active during 

the last decade due to several specific factors as the Revolution of Dignity (massive civic actions in 

Kyiv at the beginning of the first russia invasion in Ukraine in autumn 2013) and reformation 

processes in Ukrainian university system. 

Disciplinary area and methodological framework  

My research lays on the crossroads of:  

▪ metaphilosophy and applied philosophy (if to speak about the thesis in whole) 

▪ history of ideas / notions / conceptual history, and also hermeneutics (1st chapter) 

▪ history of philosophy, historical reconstruction, and problematic history (2nd chapter) 

▪ in my 3rd chapter I gravitate towards cultural studies (where philosophy arises as a subject), and 

use some sociological approaches to study real word cases  

▪ finally, I touch applied ethical questions (in my 4th chapter) 
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ISSUE 1. TO DEFINE A SUBJECT 

Problem 

My first task is to define and confine the very subject of research. It’s not as obvious question as it 

may seem, because there are dozens of related concepts which authors often use unsystematically. 

Some of them are ambiguous and may get controversial and even mutually excluding meanings for 

different authors. 

Task 

Thus, my task is to develop criteria to differentiate public philosophy from other cultural practice or 

areas, as, for instance, ideology, entertainment, ritual, religion, art etc. 

Method 

history of ideas / notions / conceptual history, and also hermeneutics. 

Element 1. Philosophy 

I do in in three steps.  

First, I conceptualize philosophy after Socrates (as a questioning), Descartes (as a radical doubt) and 

also as a complication of seemingly simple things and transition (using Russel’s formula) “from 

unarticulated certainty to articulated hesitation”.   

Element 2. Public and public sphere 

The meaning of public and public sphere I set forth after: Immanuel Kant as a constellation of private 

persons that are associated in the common public space of discussion and can use their reason 

publicly and independently. I remind: using one’s mind “before the reading public” is meant, not “in 

a civic post that has been entrusted to him” (such use of reason Kant considers “private”). 

Synthesis: Public philosophy 

Finally, I synthesize these two meanings and grounding on several contemporary research which are 

consonant with my vision, outline public philosophy as such that meet the following criteria. 

▪ It is situated in public venues – physical (squares, cafes, lecture halls, museums etc.) or virtual 

(media, literature, TV, radio program). 
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▪ Its content includes subjects and topics of wide public interest. 

▪ Its style (language, accessibility) or “method of delivery” (D. Hume) is adapted to the broad public. 

And adding previous elements:  

▪ It is public by its essence (grounded on the horizontal dialogue of free people using their own 

reason).  

▪ And finally, it is a philosophy itself (according to abovementioned criteria).  

What is not public philosophy 

I consider we need such filter for assessment of public philosophy, because the frontier between it 

and other cultural forms often is thin and blurred. 

University philosophy 

For instance, I am not sure whether to consider university philosophy “public”. On the one hand. Kant 

himself gave a philosophical faculty, a special place in the university, considering it, unlike other 

faculties, an area of autonomous and thus, public reason. Moreover, he argued that university itself 

is or should be a square of public use of reason (Рагозин 2018), (Кант 1992).  

On the other hand, the university as venue is not broadly accessible, the style is not adapted for the 

broad public. In addition, most of contemporary authors oppose academic and public philosophy.  

Public philosophy by Walter Lippmann 

For instance, given these criteria, I am not thinking as a public philosophy a well-known and 

established conception of public philosophy by Walter Lippmann. 

Public philosophy, Applied philosophy and Philosophical practice 

I also plan to explore correlations between concepts of public and applied philosophy, and public 

philosophy and philosophical practice. 

Other terms and interpretations 

Finally, I analyze other contemporary terms and approaches and position them on this “conceptual 

map”. There are dozens of names: (public philosophy, popular philosophy, pop-philosophy, folk 
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philosophy, non-academic philosophy etc) which make it difficult to outline borders of the 

phenomenon discussed. 

Public philosophy and direct public effect 

At the end of this investigation, I return to my initial question: is the cultural effect or contribution of 

public philosophy is necessarily direct? And on the other hand, does the mere fact of direct effect 

turns philosophy into public philosophy?  

ISSUE 2. TO INVESTIGATE THE HISTORY OF THE SUBJECT 

Problem 

Public forms of philosophy are often masked due to the lack of tradition to examine the history of 

philosophy from this point. 

Task 

Thus, I want to make these forms explicitly visible, to discover forms in which philosophy embodies 

in broad culture in direct way. 

Method 

Historical reconstruction, problematic history of philosophy. 

I plan to examine “direct” forms of philosophy in different historical and cultural contexts, referring 

to philosophical personalities from antiquity to the present day via their texts. Actually, this chapter 

is my version of history of philosophy from the perspective of its publicity . 

ISSUE 3. TO ANALYSE CONTEMPORARY STATE OF THE SUBJECT 

Here I propose several ideas. 

Public turn 

Inter alia, I propose a concept of “public turn” to denote a tendency in humanities in the early 2000th 

characterized by growing social demand for humanities outside the academic and university circles 
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and evolving new forms of humanities with specific ways of presenting knowledge, methods, 

functions, language, actors and institutions.   

I also and analyze drivers and presuppositions of this public turn, including:  

▪ recent turns in culture and science (first, communicative, practical, and pragmatic turns, and also 

turn to everyday life in social sciences)    

▪ growing of interdisciplinary studies 

▪ changes in the university education  

rising of critical social situations (in Ukraine it’s mainly the first russian invasion in 2013) 

Institutionalisation and professionalization of public philosophy 

I also explore how these new public dimensions of traditional disciplines, such as public sociology, 

history, theology, anthropology, and others) during just one decade or so come out of the shadows 

and legitimize within academic circle via:  

▪ new bachelor and master programs 

▪ academic publications and discussions 

▪ evolving specialized scholarly journals and associations etc.  

Forms and actors of contemporary public philosophy 

Here I would like to use my practical cultural research results, including the classification of forms of 

public philosophical discourse on more than 50 actual Ukrainian and foreign cases. 

ISSUE 4. ETHICAL ISSUES OF PUBLIC PHILOSOPHY 

Task 

Here I plan to reflect on ethical issues related to public philosophy via analysis of distorted, unhealthy, 

destructive forms it may take (on particular historical examples), and on the mission of academic 

philosophers in this situation. 

Distorted forms of public philosophy 

I highlight several distorted forms of public philosophy. 
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Turning into normative philosophy or ideology     

Here I regard abovementioned public philosophy of Walter Lippmann. This is mostly political 

philosophy perspective based on texts of Walter Lippmann written in the 30th-50th of XX century. 

Based on the concept of the public reason rather in Rawlsian (justifying a particular position by way 

of reasons that people of different moral or political backgrounds could accept) then in Kantian sense, 

it doesn’t meet almost none of abovementioned criteria. It’s some specific kind of normative, 

prescriptive philosophy, that aims to unify the society to achieve a normative consensus, but exactly 

not to motivate the public to questioning or critical thinking. Most authors writing about public 

philosophy consider it necessary to mention this conception, mainly as one of the traditions or kinds 

of public philosophy. But for me it’s rather contra-philosophy or just a homonym to public philosophy 

in the meaning I consider it here. 

I would put also texts of Michael Sandel to this bunch.  

And of course, the most obtrusive case of normative public philosophy is pseudo-Marxian philosophy 

of the soviet union. 

And contemporary russian philosophers’ and politicians’ projects of so-called “public philosophy” 

which directly describe it as a national ideology acceptable to the majority of citizens.     

Oversimplification, turning into entertainment 

Turning into monologue 

 

 

 

  

 

 


